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They have your back 
The Aevidum Club has become a nationwide student  
movement, finding a local home here at Northern Lehigh 

Debates both a debacle and democratic 
Insults, interruptions, and an insect take center stage at first rancorous event 

SCORE! 



Creating a clear vision for ‘Blind’ 
A ‘killer’ opportunity slid into Mr. Kern’s DM’s and the rest was fright-fest history 

Look to the yellow handprint 



U.S. left in more than tears after Ginsburg death 
Beloved Supreme Court Justice leaves many desperate for a woman’s return that won’t happen  

First debate caused an interruptive uproar before cancelling sequel 



Civil discourse is alive and well on Debate team 

Diversity with the Dems: 
The Final Frontier 



October observes the birthday of the U.S. Navy 
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Less chaos, more connections transcend curriculum 

Peeves that people seem to keep petting 



Who I am is not a choice, Mrs. Barrett 
The anti-discriminatory era that seems to consume our nation is on its way to a close,  
especially considering the people who are currently leading America the not-so-beautiful  

 



Two generations of teachers tackle the PSSA’s 

Democratic ticket showed progress with much diversity 

Student debates maintain integrity with differing opinions 



PSSA’s from different perspectives 

Battling our own worst mental enemy 

Instagram without the      leaves more loving results 





Final Buzzer: Hockey season shut out 



Kickin’ the furthest in school history (so far) 
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Hockey season frozen, then thawed 

How much veracity truly lives in historical facts? 
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Falling from senior year, blooming into life 
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